
4D PATENTED MASSAGE MACHINE MAKES THE MASSAGE STRONGER AND DEEPER

4D Massage Technique focusing on the buttock massage, ensuring the massage rollers combine 
with the body curve perfectly. 4D Massage machine can realize multi-angle 
all-round intelligent massage.
4D massage roller is the newest high-tech product used on COMTEK massage chair. Cooperating 
with the ultra - long four dimensional curve rail, 4D massage machine can realize multi-
angle-round intelligent massage, better fitting in human body massage demand comparing with the 
traditional 3D design. In that way, make up for the defect that traditional L track can not lie flat or 
extend and achieve the ultimate massage experience.
Fatigue Recovery and Vigor Regulation  Relax the mood and shape the body
Ease up the muscle relax the skin Stretch the muscle adn bones
Ease the body aches and opening the meridians and collaterals

Shoulder Massage

Neck Massage

Back Massage

Hip Massage

Leg Massage

Arm Massage

Foot Massage
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HOLOGRAPHIC FEEL MAKES THE MASSAGE MORE COMFORTABLE

ACUPOINT AND PULSE TRACKING MAKES THE MASSAGE MORE ACCURATE

MICRO SPACE INTELLIGENT SLIDING FORWARD FUNCTION MAKE YOUR 
LIFE MORE BEAUTIFUL

With the full airbags surrounding massage and unique simulation palm airbags technique. a 
delicate and soft air pressure massage on the shoulder, waist, seat, calf and feet, promoting 
the blood circulation, relaxing the muscles and joints and eliminating fatigue.

Initiative body detection technique and acupoint pulse trackging theory according to thou-
sand years chinese traditional medicine massage theory and body physical features, using 
the bionics intelligent detection system, Chair can detect the neck, shoulder, back, waist and 
buttock and provide a more accurate deeper massage and fixed point massage for the users in 
different height, bring the users a more professional traditional medicine experience.

New Micro Space intelligent sliding technology keeps only 8cm from the wall, slide fiorward 
automatically after switching on, saving space and displaying a perfect intelligent home 
concept.

HEATING BACK MASSAGE ROLLER, PERFECT MASSAGE

STRETCH MASAGE, RELAX AND COMFORTABLE

Pioneering heating massage roller technology, heating overall while the roller massage
the shoulder, back, waist and buttocks. Combined with soles heating function. Forming the 
unique warm moxibution system. Improve blood circulation, relieve fatigue effectively, greatly 
improved the massage effect.

Thai Massage technique, stretching the the whole body, thus the back muscles and ligaments 
get completely relax, more effectively relieve fatigue.

The 4D Massage machine 
push your body when air 
pressure massage on 
shoulders, effect chest 
stretch and body stretch 
function.

NEW ZERO GRAVITY, IMPROVE SLEEPING QUALITY

Synchronization back rest, seat and leg rest by multi angle 
chargeable module, realizing best zero gravity massage 
experince. Creating a complete relax, natural and comfortable 
posture, Reducing heart and spine pressure, Increasing blood 
and oxygen supply for the brain, improving sleeping quality 
eliminating fatigue.

Zero Gravity is when your body under the most natural and complete
relaxation poise, legs are higher than body, realizing 
128 degree +- 7 degree ; it keeps body function in the best status.
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NEW CURVE RAIL, SYNCHRONIZATION OF BACK AND BUTTOCKS

4D Curved Rail Technology, combining with 4D masage mechnical core patent, realizing 
multi angle integrated massage for back and buttocks. It have broken through traditional “L” Shape 

rail function which cannot realize flat lying and stretching and achieve best massage effect.

L shape mechanism gives n-depth massage according to body’s shape chane. 
The mechanical core can reach the bottom of buttocks and thigh. Curve rail perfect match 

with human body which gives precise massage, stimulate acupoint on the back, 
relieve fatigue, recover physical fitness.

Pioneering L shape rail, multi angle integrated massage for back and buttocks
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MASTER TECHNIQUE. MORE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE EXPERIENCE

360 DEGREE WARM FOOT THERAPY

KNEADING KNOCKING PRESSING TAPPING KNEAD & KONCK ROLLING STRETCH FINGER KNEAD BACK RUBBING

MUSIC MASSAGE RELIEVE AND RELAX : MAKE THE ENJOYMENT OF NATURE

Applied medicine massage patent, based on COMTEK fast reversal technique, except for the 
taditional mode of kneading, tapping, knocking & tapping, it adds special function of finger 
kneading and back rubbing, which can realize more exuisite and comfortable massage manip-
ulation, and exceed hand massage experience.

Based on the ordinary massage chair, a foot roller, and fast reversal technique, developed two-
way rotary foot kneading technique. Realizing the sole function of kneading feet, work with feet 
heating. It can get best feet massage experience, good for health and longevity.

Two high quality loudspeaker by the side of the head, which can broadcast MP3 music by 
bluetooth. It smooths your sould and relax your body.
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CONTROL PANEL : OPERATION SYSTEM (easy Design, Easier Operation)

SIMULATE DELICATE AND COMFORTABLE MASSAGE

Overall Automatic Massage :
In Order to meet various requirements, we provide ten automatic massage program what designed by 
professional massagist, which are quick experiemce, chinese medicine massage, tibia stretch, Music 
synchronization.

Section Automatic Massage :
Convenient for user to choose massage section and technique by separate operation, we can choose 
neck, waist, upper body, overall airbag massage directly.

Manual Adjustments :
In order to meet user’s extra requirements. We separated the adjustment of massage
section, technique and speed. User can adjust all programs and design one special massage system 
accordingly.

Timing :
User can set up massage time, intensity and massage area to achieve perfect massage effect, three 
languages optional.

Linked together, humanized massage : According to ergonom-
ics concept, chair link armset and backrest together to realize 
whole body massage. The Customer could enjoy more delicate 
massage experience.

Space capsule type arm air pressure massage : Chair use space 
capsule type armrest, embedded type air bags and dotted 
surface. The arms could get comfortable massage in any angle 
of the chair. Combined with air pressure massage on seat, 
leg parts and zero gravity function, make your body enjoy the 
comfortable.

Independent largest design, for individual massage need : The 
largest designed with independent cotrol, to suit individual 
intensity needs, providing customized massage for different 
massage need.

A Professional Massage Therapist 
at your Command

Colors Available :

Opulan t
Massage Chair

is a perfect blend 

of luxurious design and 

technology innovation 

chairs to bring you an 

unparalled experience 

of reflexology.

NAME :

MODEL :

COLOR :

Power :

Input Voltage :

Time :

Chair Upright Size :

Fully Reclined Size :

Net Weight :

OPULANT

MASSAGE CHAIR 

Rose Gold, Rosewood Gold

240W

AC 120V/220-240V, 50-60 HZ

5/10/15/20/25/30 minutes

160x82x127cm (LxWxH)

190x82x92cm(LxWxH)

159 KG
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Robocura Wellness
Plot No. 2, Road No. Zero, 
Bakshi Farms Lane,
Ghitorni, 
New Delhi - 110030
Phone No. : +91 9811834401
Web : www.robocura.com
E-mail : info@robocura.com
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